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UnitUnit
 Unit is exposed by “column” interface or “columns”

table, so basically it is possible to do the unit 
conversion at the client side.

 Use same syntax as specified in VOTable WD.
 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/doc/catstd-3.2.htx

 Is it required to implement unit conversion for all 
the units described in the above URL ?

 Define basic unit that must be converted 



Data/Time/Timestamp/Data/Time/Timestamp/TimeZoneTimeZone
 There are may variety for ISO 8601 (STC) expressions, There are may variety for ISO 8601 (STC) expressions, 

and standard SQL expression just covers only a part and standard SQL expression just covers only a part 
of ISO8601 expressionof ISO8601 expression

•• 20062006--0505--16 10:30:50.01216 10:30:50.012 (o)(o)
•• 20062006--0505--16T10:30:50.01216T10:30:50.012 (x)(x)

•• 10:30:50.01210:30:50.012 (o)(o)
•• 10:30:50 10:30:50 (o)(o)
•• 10:30 (x)10:30 (x)
•• 10:30.5 (x)10:30.5 (x)
•• 10 (x)10 (x)
•• 10.5 (x)10.5 (x)

•• 20062006--0505--1616 (o)(o)
•• 20062006--05 (x)05 (x)
•• 2006 (x)2006 (x)
•• 20062006--001 (x)001 (x)
•• 20042004--W13W13--4 (x)4 (x)

To put a separator T 
is not an SQL 
standard

•• +09:00+09:00 (o)(o)
•• ZZ (x)(x)
•• +09+09 (x)(x)
••+0900 (x)+0900 (x)



SexagecimalSexagecimal



Region syntaxRegion syntax

 Region(Region(‘‘<shape> [<frame>] <<shape> [<frame>] <rara> <> <decdec> <size>> <size>’’))
 <shape> ::= BOX | CIRCLE<shape> ::= BOX | CIRCLE
 <frame> ::= FK4, FK5, ICRS, Gala, <frame> ::= FK4, FK5, ICRS, Gala, what else ?what else ?
 <<rara> ::= <numeric literal> | > ::= <numeric literal> | ‘‘ <<sexagecimalsexagecimal> > ’’
 <<decdec> ::= <numeric literal> | > ::= <numeric literal> | ‘‘ <<sexagecimalsexagecimal> > ’’
 <size> ::= <numeric literal> [ <unit> ]<size> ::= <numeric literal> [ <unit> ]
 <unit> ::= deg | <unit> ::= deg | arcminarcmin | | arcsecarcsec | | ……
 Supported frames and units should be exposed by metadata Supported frames and units should be exposed by metadata 

interfaceinterface



Default Coordinate Frame and UnitDefault Coordinate Frame and Unit
 When coordinate frame and/or unit are When coordinate frame and/or unit are 

omitted, how the omitted, how the SkynodeSkynode should react ?should react ?
 Defaulted to service specified frame and unit, Defaulted to service specified frame and unit, 

which should be exposed as metadata.which should be exposed as metadata.
 It is natural to do a region search on the It is natural to do a region search on the 

coordinate frame specific to the table.coordinate frame specific to the table.
 Simulation data : if we define default frame and Simulation data : if we define default frame and 

unit, it will not applicable to the simulation data.unit, it will not applicable to the simulation data.
 You should explicitly specify the coordinate You should explicitly specify the coordinate 

frame if you specify the region in your frame if you specify the region in your 
favorite framefavorite frame



Cross matchCross match
 Which algorithm should the Which algorithm should the xmatchxmatch--able able skynodeskynode

support ?support ?
 Chi2 calculation Chi2 calculation vsvs angular distanceangular distance

 ““angular distanceangular distance”” based cross match as a primary based cross match as a primary 
algorithm algorithm  all the all the xmatchxmatch--able able skynodeskynode must support must support 
this.this.

 ““chi2 calculationchi2 calculation”” based cross match as an advanced based cross match as an advanced 
functionality of the functionality of the xmatchxmatch--able able skynodeskynode..

 Any other algorithms may be supported.Any other algorithms may be supported.
 Supported algorithms (function names) should be Supported algorithms (function names) should be 

exposed by metadata interfaceexposed by metadata interface



Table & Column AliasTable & Column Alias



Delimited IdentifierDelimited Identifier

 SQL standard is to use double quotations to SQL standard is to use double quotations to 
specify the delimited identifier.specify the delimited identifier.

 Current ADQL uses Current ADQL uses ““[[““ and and ““]]””
 Why not use the SQL standardWhy not use the SQL standard
 This was discussed at the previous IVOA This was discussed at the previous IVOA 

meeting, and there was no claim to use the meeting, and there was no claim to use the 
standard SQL.standard SQL.



CommentComment



Select IntoSelect Into

 ““Select intoSelect into”” is a dialect of SQL serveris a dialect of SQL server
 ““Create table as (<select statement>)Create table as (<select statement>)”” is defined is defined 

as a SQL standard (SQL99 ?)as a SQL standard (SQL99 ?)
 Why not use the SQL standard ?Why not use the SQL standard ?



ADQL schema is split into two schemasADQL schema is split into two schemas

 ADQLADQL--Core and ADQLCore and ADQL--FullFull
 ADQLADQL--Core schema conforms to the ADQL Core schema conforms to the ADQL 

core specificationcore specification
 ADQLADQL--Core schema is aimed to be used for Core schema is aimed to be used for 

interoperability, update cycle will be longer than interoperability, update cycle will be longer than 
ADQLADQL--Full (>10 years ?).Full (>10 years ?).

 ADQLADQL--Full schema is aimed to be used for Full schema is aimed to be used for 
implementing advanced query functionality.implementing advanced query functionality.



ADQL schema updateADQL schema update
 removed type definitions removed type definitions 

binaryOperatorTypebinaryOperatorType, , unaryOperatorTypeunaryOperatorType, , atomTypeatomType, , 
stringTypestringType, , trigonometricFunctionTypetrigonometricFunctionType, , 
trigonometricFunctionNameTypetrigonometricFunctionNameType, , 
mathFunctionTypemathFunctionType, , mathFunctionNameTypemathFunctionNameType, , 
aggregateFunctionNameTypeaggregateFunctionNameType, , comparisonTypecomparisonType, , 
archiveTableTypearchiveTableType, , xMatchTableAliasTypexMatchTableAliasType, , 
includeTableTypeincludeTableType, , dropTableTypedropTableType, , xMatchTypexMatchType, , 
notLikePredTypenotLikePredType, , exclusiveSearchTypeexclusiveSearchType, , 
notBetweenPredTypenotBetweenPredType, , inverseSearchTypeinverseSearchType, , 
userDefinedFunctionTypeuserDefinedFunctionType, , ArrayOfFrmoTableTypeArrayOfFrmoTableType



ADQL schema update (cont.)ADQL schema update (cont.)

 Added complex type:Added complex type:
xpathReferenceTypexpathReferenceType, , nonNumericTypenonNumericType, , 

subqueryTableTypesubqueryTableType, , joinConditionTypejoinConditionType crossJoincrossJoin,  ,  
onJoinonJoin, , naturalJoinnaturalJoin, , usingJoinusingJoin, , 
booleanValueFunctionTypebooleanValueFunctionType, , existsPredTypeexistsPredType, , 
anyPredTypeanyPredType, , allPredTypeallPredType



ADQL schema update (cont.)ADQL schema update (cont.)
 + + selectionLimitTypeselectionLimitType: offset attribute is added : offset attribute is added 
 + + fromTypefromType: : maxOccursmaxOccurs of Table element is changed from "unbounded" to "1" of Table element is changed from "unbounded" to "1" 
 + + searchTypesearchType: : ““notnot”” attribute is added attribute is added 
 + + columnReferenceTypecolumnReferenceType: : CaseSensitiveCaseSensitive attribute is added, attribute is added, xpathNamexpathName attribute is attribute is 

removed as removed as xpathReferencexpathReference is introduced.is introduced.
 + + functionTypefunctionType: abstract="true" is removed, Allow element is removed, number o: abstract="true" is removed, Allow element is removed, number of f 

appearance of an appearance of an ArgsArgs element changed to element changed to ““unlimitedunlimited””, Name attribute is added. , Name attribute is added. 
 + + aggregateFunctionTypeaggregateFunctionType: changed to extend : changed to extend scalarExpressionTypescalarExpressionType, Name attribute , Name attribute 

is added, Allow and is added, Allow and ArgArg elements is added. elements is added. 
 + + numberTypenumberType: unit attribute is added. : unit attribute is added. 
 + + integerTypeintegerType: type of value attribute is changed from : type of value attribute is changed from xs:longxs:long to to xs:integerxs:integer. . 
 + + tableTypetableType: attributes : attributes ““ShortNameShortName””, , ““IdentifierIdentifier”” and and ““CaseSensitiveCaseSensitive”” are added, are added, 

““xpathNamexpathName”” is removed is removed 
 + + joinTableTypejoinTableType: : ““LeftTableLeftTable”” and and ““RightTableRightTable”” are added, Qualifier, Tables elements are added, Qualifier, Tables elements 

are removed are removed 
 + + joinTableQualifierTypejoinTableQualifierType: "_OUTER" suffix is removed, "CROSS" is removed. : "_OUTER" suffix is removed, "CROSS" is removed. 
 + + likePredTypelikePredType: type of Pattern element is changed to : type of Pattern element is changed to nonNumericTypenonNumericType. . 
 + + regionSearchTyperegionSearchType: ??? : ??? 



ADQL schema update (cont.)ADQL schema update (cont.)
 binaryOperatorTypebinaryOperatorType: : 

 enumeration of strings enumeration of strings ““++””, , ““--””, , ““**””, , ““//””
 Removed to allow for service specific operators.Removed to allow for service specific operators.
 The operators that should be supported are described in another The operators that should be supported are described in another 

document (ADQL WD) document (ADQL WD) 
 unaryOperatorTypeunaryOperatorType ((““++””, , ““--””) and ) and comparisonTypecomparisonType ((““==““, , ““<<““, , ““>>”” ……) ) 

are also removed for the same reason. are also removed for the same reason. 
 atomTypeatomType::

 just a wrapper of just a wrapper of literalTypeliteralType, unit is defined here, unit is defined here..
 Removed for verbosityRemoved for verbosity
 Unit is defined at Unit is defined at NumericTypeNumericType
 stringTypestringType is renamed as is renamed as nunNumericTypenunNumericType to be used for nonto be used for non--

numeric type such as timestamp, numeric type such as timestamp, booleanboolean, , spaceCoordsspaceCoords, , spaceRegionspaceRegion, , 
and a service specific type.and a service specific type.



ADQL schema update (cont.)ADQL schema update (cont.)

 FunctionTypeFunctionType familiyfamiliy
 trigonometricFunctionTypetrigonometricFunctionType, , mathFunctionTypemathFunctionType, , 

userDefinedFunctionTypeuserDefinedFunctionType are unified to a single are unified to a single 
FunctionTypeFunctionType..

 ArchiveTableTypeArchiveTableType
 Identifier attribute is added Identifier attribute is added TableTypeTableType, so this is , so this is obsoletedobsoleted..

 XMatchTypeXMatchType familyfamily
 xMatchTypexMatchType, , xMatchTableAliasTypexMatchTableAliasType and so on are removedand so on are removed
 XmatchXmatch is expressed by a is expressed by a FunctionTypeFunctionType wrppedwrpped by by 

booleanValueFunctionTypebooleanValueFunctionType



ADQL schema update (cont.)ADQL schema update (cont.)
 NOT familyNOT family

 notLikePredTypenotLikePredType, , exclusiveSearchTypeexclusiveSearchType, , 
notBetweenPredTypenotBetweenPredType, , inverseSearchTypeinverseSearchType are are 
removedremoved

 Not attribute is added to the Not attribute is added to the searchTypesearchType

 EXIST, ANY, ALLEXIST, ANY, ALL



ADQL Core schemaADQL Core schema
 Structure is slightly different from ADQL full schema.Structure is slightly different from ADQL full schema.

selectionItemType

aliasSelectionItemType

allSelectionItemType

columnReferenceType

scalarExpressionType

columnExprType

selectionItemType

aliasSelectionItemType

allSelectionItemType

columnReferenceType

scalarExpressionType

…

binaryExprType

…



ADQL Core schema (cont.)ADQL Core schema (cont.)

whereType searchType

whereType regionType

searchType

regionType …

…
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SkyNodeSkyNode



How to live with the VO WS standard How to live with the VO WS standard 

 GWS WG is preparing a common VO IF GWS WG is preparing a common VO IF 
 UWS, CEA, UWS, CEA, VOStoreVOStore ……

 There will be a more global standard: Grid by GGFThere will be a more global standard: Grid by GGF
 Will what we are defining in the Will what we are defining in the SkyNodeSkyNode spec will be spec will be 

deprecated ?deprecated ?
 No. ( at least I think so )No. ( at least I think so )
 We are defining We are defining SkyNodeSkyNode specific interface, and the specific interface, and the 

interface is more simple and more easy to use than the interface is more simple and more easy to use than the 
general standard interface.general standard interface.



Hierarchy of Protocol Hierarchy of Protocol 

SkyNodeSIAP/SSAP VO WS

Data Service

Grid

 Capability of the data service is increased by adapting the Capability of the data service is increased by adapting the 
higher level protocolhigher level protocol

 But complexity  is also increasedBut complexity  is also increased
 Adapt appropriate interface which matches the scale of the Adapt appropriate interface which matches the scale of the 

data service.data service.
 VOQL WG defines the interface that has more capability VOQL WG defines the interface that has more capability 

than SIAP/SSAP and is simpler than VO WS.than SIAP/SSAP and is simpler than VO WS.



Proposal of new interface Proposal of new interface 
 VodataVodata = = performQuery(performQuery(adqlCoreadqlCore, format) , format) 
 VodataVodata = = performQuery(adqlperformQuery(adql, , votablevotable, format) , format) 

 There was a There was a xmatchxmatch() interface in earlier version but is () interface in earlier version but is 
was hidden by was hidden by executePlanexecutePlan inerfaceinerface. It is worthwhile to . It is worthwhile to 
have this interface independent of have this interface independent of executePlanexecutePlan..

 JobidJobid = = performQueryAsync(adqlperformQueryAsync(adql, , votablevotable, format, , format, 
listenerURLlistenerURL))

 StatusStatus = = performPolling(jobidperformPolling(jobid))
 ““StatusStatus”” shows whether the query is running or finished. shows whether the query is running or finished. 

If finished it gives an URL to retrieve the data.If finished it gives an URL to retrieve the data.



What should "select into" returns ? What should "select into" returns ? 
empty empty votablevotable ? ? 

 This query should be used only for This query should be used only for 
performQueryAsyncperformQueryAsync() interface ?() interface ?



SkynodeSkynode classification. classification. 

 Only the two Only the two calssificationcalssification is not enough : is not enough : 
BASIC and FULL BASIC and FULL 

 At least following types will exist:At least following types will exist:
 BASIC BASIC SkynodeSkynode
 FILE UPLOADABLE FILE UPLOADABLE SkynodeSkynode
 Cross match support Cross match support SkynodeSkynode
 ExecutePalnExecutePaln supoortsupoort SkynodeSkynode
 AsyncAsync SkynodeSkynode



content of a returned content of a returned VOTableVOTable. . 
 The order of the FIELDS should be the same as the order in the The order of the FIELDS should be the same as the order in the 

selection list, which enables to access to the data by index id.selection list, which enables to access to the data by index id.
 If If ““**”” is specified in the selection list, the order should be decidedis specified in the selection list, the order should be decided

on the server side.on the server side.
 All the column metadata should be All the column metadata should be properypropery set to the FILED set to the FILED 

attributesattributes
 ““NameName”” attribute of the FIELD should have a qualified column attribute of the FIELD should have a qualified column 

name. Qualifier should be a table alias name. Qualifier should be a table alias nemanema
 <<tableAliastableAlias>.<>.<columnNamecolumnName>>

 Column metadata that cannot be set to the FIELD attribute may beColumn metadata that cannot be set to the FIELD attribute may be
set by using <VALUES> tag.set by using <VALUES> tag.
 <VALUES><OPTION name=<VALUES><OPTION name=““meta:namemeta:name”” value=value=““valuevalue””/></VALUES>/></VALUES>



Table data model Table data model 
 Define table classes according to the contents of the table Define table classes according to the contents of the table 

 General, General, ObjectCatalogObjectCatalog, , ObjectBrigthnessCatalogObjectBrigthnessCatalog, , 
ObservationCatalogObservationCatalog, Image, Spectrum, Image, Spectrum

 For each table class, define columns that must be included. For each table class, define columns that must be included. 
Use Use utypeutype..
 General General  no requirementno requirement
 ObjectCatalogObjectCatalog  utypeutype = id, = id, pos.rapos.ra, , pos.decpos.dec
 ObjectBrightnessCatalogObjectBrightnessCatalog  id, id, pos.rapos.ra, , pos.decpos.dec, brightness, , brightness, 

wavelength_rangewavelength_range
 ObservationCatalogObservationCatalog 
 Image Image  defined in SIAPdefined in SIAP
 Spectrum Spectrum  defined in SSAPdefined in SSAP



Metadata: metadata tables Metadata: metadata tables vsvs tables tables 
& columns interface. & columns interface. 

 Use metadata tables to get more precise Use metadata tables to get more precise 
information about table and column metadata.information about table and column metadata.

 Use tables and columns interface to get primary Use tables and columns interface to get primary 
metadata.metadata.

 Metadata table Metadata table ““tablestables”” and and ““columnscolumns”” should have should have 
columns that defined as mandatory.columns that defined as mandatory.

 Metadata table Metadata table ““tablestables”” and and ““columnscolumns”” may have may have 
columns that is specific to the service.columns that is specific to the service.
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ImplementationImplementation


